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Kellie McIntyre is a Southern girl with a passion for the world. Her quest for culture and adventure has
taken her to nearly 50 countries across six continents. In 2013, Kellie, her husband, and two daughters
packed one suitcase each and embarked on a five-month journey around the world. Now she’s on a
mission to help other families travel boldly. Kellie shares tips for planning and surviving global family
(mis)adventures—like getting kicked out of a country—at 4WornPassports.com. 

Kellie McIntyre is a Southern girl with a passion for the world. Her quest for culture and adventure has
taken her to nearly 50 countries across six continents. In 2013, Kellie, her husband, and two daughters
packed one suitcase each and embarked on a five-month journey around the world.

As a family travel advocate, Kellie’s on a mission to help others travel boldly . . . without sacrificing the
kids’ college funds. Kellie’s DIY budget adventures include the world’s most sought-after destinations—
like “Big Five” African safaris, the legendary Galapagos Islands, and the luxurious Maldives.

Kellie holds a BA from Western Kentucky University and a Master of Public Health from the University of
Alabama at Birmingham, but her worn passport has provided her most valuable education. Kellie shares
tips for planning and surviving global family (mis)adventures—like getting kicked out of a country—at
4WornPassports.com.

Kellie lives in Vestavia Hills, Alabama. The Passport Project is her first book.
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Dancing with the long-neck women of Myanmar and dining with acid-attack survivors in
India
Paragliding over the Swiss Alps and bungee jumping in New Zealand
Hiking Peru’s Inca Trail and Namibia’s epic dunes
Scuba diving with giant mantas in the Maldives and snorkeling with giant seahorses in the
Galapagos
Meditating with a monk in Vietnam and observing cremations on the holy Ganges in India
Being kicked out of a souvenir shop in Italy and kicked out of China

Kellie McIntyre is a Southern girl with a passion for the world. Her quest for culture and adventure
has taken her to nearly 50 countries across six continents. In 2013, Kellie, her husband, and two
daughters packed one suitcase each and embarked on a five-month journey around the world.
Now she’s on a mission to help other families travel boldly. 

As a family travel advocate, Kellie believes three things: One, a global worldview is the greatest gift
that parents can give their children. Two, extraordinary adventures can be created on an ordinary
budget. And three, most of the world can be explored independently. Their motto is: No trust fund.
No tour group. No problem! 

Her family’s adventures include:

When their daughters were young, Kellie and her husband, Dale, set a goal to explore six
continents together before the girls finished high school. This mission—to give their daughters a
global education using the world as their classroom—led to two family sabbaticals. 

Kellie’s story, The Passport Project: Two Sisters Ditch Middle School for a Life-Changing Journey Around
the World, is based on their first multi-month adventure. Uniquely written from her daughters’
perspectives, this family travelogue shares what happens when two middle schoolers and two
middle-agers trade their suburban bubble for the world—awkward moments, (pre)teenage
anxiety, and all.  

Kellie holds a BA from Western Kentucky University and a Master of Public Health from the
University of Alabama at Birmingham, but her worn passport has provided her most valuable
education. Kellie shares her tips for planning and surviving global family (mis)adventures at
4WornPassports.com. Her articles have been featured on news and travel websites, and she has
been a speaker and podcast guest. 

Kellie lives in Vestavia Hills, Alabama. The Passport Project is her first book.
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“THANKS FOR RUINING MY LIFE!” 

Delaney’s eighth-grade dreams crumble when her parents
announce their “global family field trip.” While her younger
sister, Riley, is thrilled to ditch middle school for world school,
Delaney cringes at trading parties and friends for a passport
and 24/7 family time. 

While Riley researches bungee jumping and packing tips, 
Delaney must decide whether to continue the silent 
treatment or embrace this adventure.

What about school? Forget science and math, the 
only way to pass this class is to survive:

      scam artists                            projectile vomiting
      monster cockroaches           public nudity
      deadly stingers                      toilet catastrophes

…and those lessons aren’t in their textbooks. Each passport
stamp is a real-life social studies lesson in new religions and
new rules—resulting in sooo many awkward family moments.
But when an itinerary mistake puts the family's freedom at
risk, they learn the most valuable lesson of their lives.

Trapped together in their parents' mid-life crisis, will the
sisters survive this global adventure? And will non-stop family
time turn them into friends? Or enemies?
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THE

Kellie McIntyre is a Southern girl whose passion for
the world has taken her to nearly 50 countries across
six continents. In 2013, Kellie, her husband, and two
daughters packed one suitcase each and embarked
on a five-month multi-cultural adventure. Now, she’s
on a mission to help other families travel boldly.
Kellie shares tips for planning and surviving global
family (mis)adventures at 4WornPassports.com.
The Passport Project is her first book.
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When 14- and 12-year-old sisters embark
on a global family adventure, they discover
that surviving new cultures and customs is
even scarier than surviving middle school.

"[A]n enticing global travelogue led by teenagers ..." Foreword Reviews

*Special pricing for bulk sales/curriculum use
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A Q&A on writing, parenting, and travel with
Kellie McIntyre, author of The Passport Project

Ask the Author

What inspired you to write this book?

Like most everyone, I spent the Dumpster-fire summer of 2020 watching our nation and world implode. I
was stuck at home with an overwhelming desire to do something that would unify people, rather than
divide. 

People always say to write what you know, and I know two things: One, there is no better way to learn
tolerance and an appreciation for diversity than through travel. And two, anyone who survives 24/7 family
time while hopscotching across the globe with middle schoolers has a story to tell. 

What is the setting for your story? Why is it significant?

Part one of our story, The Bubble, begins in the Birmingham, Alabama suburb of Vestavia Hills. In part two,
The World, the reader travels to twelve countries across four continents. Each new passport stamp is a real-
life social studies lesson in new customs, cultures, religions, and rules—resulting in so many awkward
family moments. 

Unfortunately, when people outside of the South think of Birmingham, "tolerance and diversity" are not the
first words that come to mind. I hope to change that. Given Birmingham's tragic history, it is especially
meaningful that a book celebrating racial and cultural differences begins there.

Why did you decide to write it from your middle-school daughters’ perspectives?

Travel memoirs are a very popular genre. Most people are familiar with the megahits Eat, Pray, Love and
Wild. But there are also travel memoirs about couples, friends, and families who've taken gap years or global
journeys. However, the majority are written for adults. The Passport Project fills the void of ’round-the-world
travelogues for teens and tweens. Kids are curious about the world, and what better way for them to learn
about different cultures and customs than through the real experiences of other kids. Besides, anything
written from a middle schooler’s perspective is bound to be entertaining.

If you put Diary of a Wimpy Kid (with female protagonists), Nat Geo, and The Amazing Race into a book
blender, you'd get The Passport Project. While you can take your kids out of middle school, you can’t take the
middle school out of your kids. Our daughters were dealing with the typical anxieties and struggles that
come along with that age, but they also had to survive spending 24/7 with their parents and deal with the
challenges that come with navigating different cultures and religions.
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Who is your target audience?

Since our story is written from my (then) 14- and 12-year-old daughters’ perspectives, it is appropriate for
ages 10 and up. But anyone who loves travel memoirs or learning about the world—regardless of age—will
enjoy it. Educators and book clubs can use the discussion guide to spark meaningful conversations in the
classroom or living room. And a fun fact for movie buffs—The Passport Project aces the Bechdel Test.

Why did you make travel a priority over sports and other extracurriculars?

Like many kids, our girls started sports and activities when they were in elementary school. The early years
were fun and low-key, but by middle school the time commitments for most sports and activities were
absurd. There were few casual options for extracurriculars. It was all or nothing. Since we are a family of
mediocre athletes, none of us was interested in hopping on the competitive sports train and sacrificing our
time and money at the altar of the sports gods. So we made travel our sport. Instead of collecting
participation trophies, we collected passport stamps. 

Why do you believe travel is as important as sports for youth?

Sports play a valuable role in our society. No doubt. But not every kid has the talent or interest in devoting
their lives to a single activity. Travel creates shared family bonds and memories that will last a lifetime. And
with travel, everyone is in the game. While there are countless life lessons that can only be learned as part of
a team, there are just as many life lessons that can only be learned outside of your country and culture.  

What advice do you have for parents who are contemplating a similar adventure?

Stop talking about it, and do it! It’s the best parenting decision and life decision you’ll ever make. Your kids
only have one childhood. Make it one to remember.

Why is travel the perfect gift?

Travel doesn’t break or go out of style, and the memories last forever!

Where can readers find The Passport Project?

Readers can request it from their favorite bookstores or find it at the major online book retailers. It is
currently available in ebook and paperback. Special bulk pricing is available for curriculum use. 

If you had to summarize the theme of your story in one sentence, what would it be? 

Life is so much richer when we embrace the world beyond our bubbles. 
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Family travel isn't cheap! What's your secret to affording these adventures?

Most of the world can be visited for much less than the glossy-travel-brochure prices. My
whole deal is figuring out how to go on the most amazing adventures (think: African safaris,
Galapagos Islands, Maldives) for a reasonable amount of money. Once I've cracked the nut,
I share how we did it on our website so other families can do it too.

https://4wornpassports.com/travel-benefits-american-privilege/
https://4wornpassports.com/cambodia-genocide-never-learned-school/


Early Reviews

Editorial Reviews

Educator Reviews

“The Passport Project is an enticing global travelogue led by teenagers . . .”
—Foreword Reviews

“[B]rilliantly captures the awkward hilarity of teen/family travel while highlighting the gift of
a global worldview . . . sprinkled with humor, moments of discovery, and appreciation for
diversity and cultural awareness. This kind of perspective is . . . so essential right now. It is a
story I hope people of all ages will read and take to heart.”

 —Rachel Macy Stafford, New York Times Bestselling Author 
and Certified Special Education Teacher

 

—J. Isbell, sixth grade history teacher

“[P]acked with harrowing travel tales and hilarious anecdotes . . . full of cultural information.
[I]t's a very important read for middle grade children . . . that will inspire teens and tweens to
see the world from a different perspective.”

 
—C. Waddell, sixth grade history teacher

“This book changed my family’s life.” —Dr. Robin Mahlow, 
family physician and homeschool mom

“I laughed. I cried. I was scared. As a history teacher, I like to think I know it all, but this book
taught me so much. Geography, culture, religions, and customs I never knew existed.”

—C. Wertheimer, former middle school teacher

“THIS BOOK!! Inspiring. Fun. Educational. Page Turner. Memorable. VERY entertaining and
relatable. . . . As a past teacher, I would have loved this book in my curriculum. [It] absolutely
captures students’ interests and also provides a vehicle for engaging dialogue. . . .[R]eaders are
transported around the world, all from the comfort of our own homes and classrooms.”
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M. Haynie, middle school paraeducator

“LOVED this book!!!! I want to go on a global
family field trip now!!!” —A. Romp, pediatric nurse

“As a teacher, I am always looking for books to help students open their eyes to different
points of view. . . . The narration through the sisters makes it as engaging as it is educational.”

—A. Colby, eight grade language arts teacher

“[A] delightful read incorporating geography, social mores and insightful acceptance of
various cultures through the eyes of two teen/tweens told with humor, sensitivity and realism. 

“I am speechless. It should be required reading.”

“[A] wonderful book of REAL adventures. . . . They immersed themselves in various cultures
different from their own and, in the process, learned valuable lessons. [The author] does an
excellent job conveying those stories in a way that young (and not so young) people can relate
and learn. As a teacher, I highly recommend [it]!”

“Such a great story of family and life-changing adventures all told from the mind of a middle
school girl. The Passport Project is beautifully written and includes so many fun maps and
pictures . . .”

—Johnna Clift Horton, MA
Masters in Counseling with a 
Specialization in Adolescents

—J. Singletary, high school world history teacher

—K. Prewitt, high school leadership teacher

“I cannot recommend this book highly enough. It will be a book I reference often in my own
class.”

—T. Peterson, high school English teacher
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